
dial—with no interruption to the water supply.
The filter can even be programmed to clean
itself according to a schedule with the addition
of the MV876 automatic backwash motor.

• Fixtures and surfaces will keep their
sparkle. Sediment blasting out of faucets can
scratch metal fixtures and ceramic surfaces,
robbing them of their natural gleam and
making them look old before their time. An
F76 filter helps surfaces keep their shine.

• All this, and no cartridge to replace-
EVER. Other water filters may need a
new cartridge four or five times a year.
The F76 water filter: 
—Saves you money. You won’t have 

to pay for another filter cartridge.
—Saves you time. You won’t have 

to drain your water system.
—Prolongs the life of your point-

of-use filters.

All water has sediment, whether from
a well, or from nearby construction
shaking particles from pipes, or

from older pipes releasing their build-up.

Now building and homeowners can say
good-bye to virtually everything that clouds
the water supply—sand and clay, particles
from cement pipes, shards from iron pipes,
scale from old mineral deposits. A
Honeywell F76 Water Filter removes
particles smaller than the finest beach sand.

• Water system appliances will last
longer. The F76 Water Filter removes
clogging, corrosive particles from the
water that flows through domestic and
recreational water systems. The
dishwasher, water softener, water heater
and ice maker will provide optimum
performance when cleaner water flows
through them. The sensitive components
in swimming pool systems and sprinkler
systems will operate more reliably, too.

• Life will be simpler. The filter cartridge
never needs to be replaced because the F76
filter screen is permanent. Jet cleaning debris
from the screen requires a simple turn of a

Clean, clear water has 
never been easier
Water sediment filtration for residential, 

commercial and industrial applications

Honeywell F76 Water Filter

The Honeywell F76 Water Filter catches particles
such as these before they can damage your water
appliances, sandblast your fixtures, and clog other
point-of-use filters.

The MV876 Automated Backwash Motor is designed
to clean your filter automatically, according to a
programmed schedule. Instead of waiting for that
telltale drop in water pressure, use the Automated
Backwash Motor to keep your Honeywell F76 Filter
running efficiently. Just set it once and forget it!

Easy-care 
water filtration
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Remove sediment before it damages your investments
Use the F76 Water Filter when sediment is present in the water supply, such as in city water or in water from private wells 
or lakes.  It’s also recommended for filtering the large volumes of water used for swimming pools, hot tubs and sprinkler systems. 
Ideal as a prefilter in a purification system.

An F76 house-wide water filter saves
money by prolonging the life of your
point-of-use taste/odor filters which may
require frequent, expensive and messy
cartridge changes.

Cleaner water house-wide means that
water softeners, swimming pool systems,
water heaters and more will stay cleaner,
give maximum performance and need 
less maintenance.

Sediment can cause a loss in water
pressure due to clogged pipes and
shower heads. It can also sandblast
away the luster of fixtures and surfaces.

Sediment can clog individual sprinklers
and sprinkler-system heads and keep them
from watering the full area they otherwise
could. An F76 water filter can save hours
of lawn-upkeep time.

Sediment-free water keeps your washing
machine and dishwasher clean and in 
top form. It also benefits such appliances
as ice makers and dishwashers.

Many homeowners use a
kitchen-sink water filter,
but it does nothing to

protect the water appliances and
fixtures inside and outside the
home. The F76 Point-of-Entry
water filter removes sediment
from water as it enters the house,
providing worry-free clear water
for every water appliance in the
house, and for all its fixtures and
surfaces, too.

Commercial/Industrial, too!
Available in 1/2"–2" sizes in both
standard and high temperature/pressure
configurations for various non-
drinking water applications.


